
ETU-LINK’s EQ2DP10X-32Q2CNxx provides robust connections for leading edge100Gb/s systems. Passive
copper cables require no additional power to ensure quality connectivity. The100Gb/s passive copper cables are
fully compliant with SFF-8436 specification and provide connectivity between devices using QSFP28 ports.
ETU-LINK’s CAB-ZQP/2ZQP-PXM fills the need for short, cost-effective connectivity in the data center.

ETU-LINK’s high-quality solutions provide a power-efficient replacement for active power connectivity such as
fiber optic cables for short distances. Optimizing systems to operate with ETU-LINK’s CAB-ZQP/2ZQP-PXM
significantly reduces power consumption and EMI emission.

The Low Smoke Zero Halogen (LSZH) design fully complies with the European Union Restriction of Hazardous
Substances (RoHS) directive and similar North American safety and environmental standards.

EQ2DP10X-32Q2CNxx

100G QSFP28 to 2x 50G QSFP28 Copper Breakout Cable
 Compliant with IEEE 802.3bj
 Compliant with SFF-8665
 Up to 100Gb/s data rates
 Ultra low crosstalk for improved performance
 Low insertion loss
 BER better than 10-15
 Serial numbers printed on each end
 Tested in an end-to-end system
 RoHS compliant
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Applications

ETU-LINK
Optical Communication System

 Low EMI radiation Switches, servers and routers
 Data Center networks
 Storage area networks
 High performance computing
 Telecommunication and wireless infrastructure
 Medical diagnostics and networking

Description



Recommended Operation Condition

Frequency Domain

Notes:
Stress or conditions exceed the above range may cause permanent damage to the device.
This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those listed in the
operational sections of this specification is not applied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating conditions for extended
periods may affect device reliability.
Frequency Domain
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Pin Descriptions
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Time Domain
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Notes:
1. GND is the symbol for signal and supply (power) common for QSFP modules. All are common within the QSFP module
and all module voltages are referenced to this potential otherwise noted. Connect these directly to the host board signal
common ground plane
2. Vcc Rx, Vcc1 and Vcc Tx are the receiver and transmitter power suppliers and shall be applied concurrently.
Recommended host board power supply filtering is shown below. Vcc Rx, Vcc1 and Vcc Tx may be internally connected
within the QSFP transceiver module in any combination. The connector pins are each rated for a
Maximum current of 500mA.
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100G QSFP28 to 2x 50G QSFP28 Copper Breakout Cable Assemblies, Passive

Mechanical Dimensions

Order Information
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In order to ensure the product compatibility, our products will be tested on the switch before shipment. Our
modules can compatible with many mainstream brand switches, such as Cisco, Juniper, Extreme, Brocade,
IBM, H3C, HP, Huawei, D-Link, Mikrotik, ZTE, TP-Link...

Our test equipment: VOLKTEK MEN-4110, HP 2530-8G, CRS226-24G-25+RM, Catalyst 2960G Series, Catalyst
3850 XS 10G SFP+, Catalyst 3750-E Series, HUAWEI S5700Series, H3C S3100V2 Series, Juniper-EX4200, etc.

Compatibility Test



Product Production Process
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Packaging

Individual package.

Company: ETU-Link Technology Co., LTD
Address: 4th Floor, C Building, JinBoLong Industrial Park, QingQuan Road, LongHua District,
Shenzhen city, GuangDong
Tel: +86-755 2328 4603

Addresses and phone number also have been listed at www.etulinktechnology.com.
Please e-mail us at sales@etulinktechnology.com or call us for assistance.
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